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Access panel. 1. Power supply. 2. System fans. 3. It's a kit and it's more expensive than Windows. It's not an alternate operating system. It has very little value to the average person. So Microsoft spends all of it's time trying to prevent people from getting OS X - they're terrified of people switching to it. PC makers see OS X as a threat to their business,

and try to stop people from switching. Look at what they're doing with the new hardware, it's not even possible to run OS X on it. But the important thing is that people are NOT switching to OS X - the number of people switching to a Mac-like OS is now down to 0.9%. The reason why PC makers are terrified of OS X is because it doesn't fit the pattern
they use to sell hardware. A PC is supposed to be a platform that runs on many different hardware combinations, and it's drivers can be made to work with any combination of hardware you want. But OS X is designed for a single hardware configuration. It runs on a MacBook, and a MacBook is one of a small number of hardware configurations. PC
makers can sell PCs in volume because there are thousands of different hardware configurations to choose from. But OS X requires a small number of hardware configurations to be made, and the numbers are low. And look at what the PC makers do with the hardware, they make all the hardware drivers available to the user. Microsoft doesn't even

make any hardware drivers available to the user. They don't have to because the hardware is already fully supported by the Windows drivers - but if you ever wanted to use a non-Windows OS with it, it would be impossible. It has nothing to do with
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